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Monster Men. New costumed vigilantes. Mad doctors. Each new threat has brought
Batman--and Gotham City--to the brink. But it was all a smokescreen for the real threat
in the shadows...Bane. The man who has physically tested the Dark Knight like no man
before is back to finally break the Bat. Can a battered, exhausted Batman fend off one
of his greatest foes ever? Written by breakout star Tom King and illustrated by David
Finch and Mikel Janin, the newest installment of this best-selling, critically acclaimed
graphic novel series sees the Dark Knight take on Bane in their deadliest confrontation
yet! Collects BATMAN #13-18.
From the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling author of BATMAN, Scott Snyder, comes
his newest Dark Knight project as a part of DC Universe Rebirth, ALL-STAR BATMAN
VOL. 1: MY OWN WORST ENEMY! Snyder is one of the most critically acclaimed
authors in the comics world, with titles that include the genre-defining BATMAN VOL. 1:
THE COURT OF OWLS, as well as BATMAN: BLACK MIRROR and AMERICAN
VAMPIRE. But this time, he teams with Eisner Award-winning illustrator and comics
legend John Romita Jr. (AVENGERS, THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: THE LAST
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CRUSADE) and critically acclaimed artist Declan Shalvey (MOON KNIGHT)! In this
new graphic novel, Batman finds himself trying to help old friend Harvey Dent...now
known as the villainous Two-Face! The Dark Knight accompanies his foe on a crosscountry trip to fix his scarred face and hopefully end the Two-Face identity forever. But
when the former Gotham City D.A. sets a plan into motion to free himself, the road gets
bumpy and every assassin, bounty hunter and ordinary citizen with something to hide
comes out in force with one goal: kill Batman! Handcuffed together on the road to Bathell, this is Batman and Two-Face as you've never seen them before! Following the
success of COURT OF OWLS, DEATH OF THE FAMILY and ENDGAME, ALL-STAR
BATMAN VOL. 1: MY OWN WORST ENEMY is the industry-shaking graphic novel for
the Dark Knight, with one of the biggest creative pairings in DC Comics history sharing
their take on one of the greatest heroes ever in ALL-STAR BATMAN VOL. 1! Collects
issues #1-5.
"My Own Worst Enemy" part four! So close and yet so far from his goal, Batman must
now wrangle Two-Face out of his own assassin-filled riverboat casino before it plunges
over Niagara Falls to their deaths! The Dark Knight will have to go all-in on the most
deadly gamble of his life if he intends to make it out alive.
“Damian Knows Best” finale! The final showdown between the Teen Titans and the
Demon’s Fist is here! Will the Teen Titans rally behind their little leader? And will Ra’s
al Ghul let anyone walk away alive?
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A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Hailed as a comics masterpiece, THE DARK KNIGHT
RETURNS is Frank Miller's (300 and SIN CITY) reinvention of the legend of Batman. It
remains an undisputed classic, one of the most influential stories ever told in comics,
and is a book cited by the filmmakers as an inspiration for the most recent Batman
movies. It is ten years after an aging Batman has retired and Gotham City has sunk
deeper into decadence and lawlessness. Now, as his city needs him most, the Dark
Knight returns in a blaze of glory. Joined by Carrie Kelly, a teenage female Robin,
Batman takes to the streets to end the threat of the mutant gangs that have overrun the
city. And after facing off against his two greatest enemies, the Joker and Two-Face, for
the final time, Batman finds himself in mortal combat with his former ally, Superman, in
a battle that only one of them will survive. This collection is hailed as a comics
masterpiece and was responsible for the launch of the Christopher Nolan Batman
movies. This volume collects BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS #1-4.
“The Smokeless Fire” part 1! Constantine once heard a ghost story in a Parisian bar,
and maybe the old man wasn’t just telling tales. So he takes Mercury in search of the
only man he knows who’s encountered the Djinn. Problem is, they’re not the only
people looking!
The talents responsible for some of Batman's greatest tales, Frank Miller (BATMAN:
THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS, SIN CITY) and Jim Lee (BATMAN: HUSH) team up
for the first time to bring you Batman and Robin like you've never seen them before in
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this reinvention of these classic characters. All hell breaks loose at the circus as Bruce
Wayne and gal pal Vicki Vale witness a young boy's life shattered before their eyes.
Orphaned, Dick Grayson has nowhere to go and no one to turn to--no one but Bruce
Wayne! Expect action, adventure, guest stars and the unexpected as Miller and Lee
deliver the ultimate tales of the Dynamic Duo! Collects ALL-STAR BATMAN & ROBIN,
THE BOY WONDER #1-9

A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! The #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling author of
BATMAN returns to the Dark Knight in ALL-STAR BATMAN VOL. 1! But he's not
alone. Critically acclaimed, legendary illustrator John Romita Jr. joins him on this
epic new series! In this new graphic novel, Batman finds himself trying to help old
friend Harvey Dent...now known as the villainous Two-Face! The Dark Knight
accompanies his foe on a cross-country trip to fix his scarred face and hopefully
end the Two-Face identity forever. But when the former Gotham City D.A. sets
his plan into motion to free himself, what deadly secrets from the past will bubble
to the surface? One of the biggest creative pairings in DC Comics history share
their take on one of the greatest heroes ever in ALL STAR BATMAN VOL. 1!
Collects issues #1-5. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while
continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern
stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest
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storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present, and
looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC
Universe. The legacy continues.
ÒGotham CityÕs newest bat-signal operates in the daytime.Ó ÑThe Washington
Post ÒA chance to see Gotham City in the daylight.Ó ÑHollywood Reporter From
the New York Times best-selling author of Batman and All-Star Batman
GothamÕs newest defender steps into the light! Duke Thomas always wanted to
be a hero. During the ÒRobin War,Ó he led an insurgency of teen Robins who
insisted that their movementÕs namesake didnÕt really need a partner. In the
aftermath, Batman himself has taken Duke under his wing to train himÑnot to be
a sidekick, but to be his own man. Now, Duke is ready to emerge from his
mentorÕs shadow and take his place as GothamÕs protector by day: the Signal.
But is he ready for what the light will reveal? Someone has been giving deadly
metahuman powers to teenagers living in the Narrows, GothamÕs poorest
neighborhoodÑDukeÕs neighborhood. Even stranger, these newly powered
teens seem to have some sort of connection to both Duke and his own barely
understood abilities. With the help of the Bat-Family, the Signal and Batman must
protect the city from the rampaging adolescents while also keeping them from
harming themselves. But when Duke discovers the true nature of his connection
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to the crisis, will it signal a dark new chapter for GothamÕs bright new hero?
Critically acclaimed author Scott Snyder teams with red-hot rookie writer Tony
Patrick to introduce GothamÕs newest crime-fighter in Batman and The Signal!
Featuring art by Cully Hamner (Blue Beetle), Declan Shalvey (Moon Knight) and
Francesco Francavilla (Detective Comics), this volume collects Batman and The
Signal #1-3 as well as ÒThe Cursed WheelÓ from All-Star Batman #1-4 and
#6-9.
The Justice League ventures to the Sixth Dimension in hopes of saving their
world. Meanwhile, Superman is trapped on a world with no light and hundreds of
dead Supermen! The Multiverse is teetering on the brink, and Lex Luthor's
Legion of Doom is poised for victory. The final form of Perpetua takes shape, and
the DCU will never be the same again!
????????????????????????????????????????????????????“???”?“????”?“??”?
???????????????????????“????”?“?????”
?????????????????????????????????????????
Presents a new version of the story of Superman, following his activities as a
superhero and his interactions with Lois Lane, Jimmy Olson, and Lex Luthor.
The #1 New York Times bestseller American Vampire is a fresh take on a gothic
classic by writer Scott Snyder--with stories from the legendary horror master
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Stephen King--and is now collected in a hardcover edition in American Vampire
Omnibus Vol. 1. Chronicling the history of a new breed of vampire, American
Vampire is a fresh look at an old monster, a generational epic showcasing the
bloodlust that lay hidden beneath America's most distinctive eras. Like most good
stories, it all starts with a question: What if vampires, like all species, evolved?
What if, occasionally across generations, a vampire bites someone and creates a
new kind of creature--a vampire that takes its strengths and weaknesses--not just
from its predecessors, but its environment. So when crusty old Europeans come
to the American Old West and turn a thoroughly corrupt gunslinger named
Skinner Sweet into even more of a monster, he becomes something entirely new:
a new breed of vampire immune to sunlight, one who hates every last one of his
aristocratic European ancestors. Follow this dark symbol of the New World as he
moves through American history's most distinctive eras--the 1880s Old West,
1930s Las Vegas, World War II and more. But as Skinner's war with his
predecessors inspires a mysterious society to rise and fight them both, his most
upsetting decision might be the first person he chooses to join his vampiric ranks:
A struggling young movie star named Pearl Jones. Find out more in American
Vampire Omnibus Vol. 1. Collects #1-27, American Vampire: Survival of the
Fittest #1-5 and American Vampire: Lord of Nightmares #1-5.
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“MILD MANNERED” part two! The mystery of the human Clark Kent unravels!
Lois stalks Clark’s trail, but all signs point to something big on the horizon. Even
the relative safety of their upstate farm can’t protect Superman and his family
from the threat they never expected: Clark Kent?!
After the thrilling events of issue #1, writer Peter J. Tomasi and artist Neal Adams
rescue the Last Boy on Earth and send him on his next adventure. Now, Kamandi must
save Tiger King Caesar and his people from impending doom. Will he be the hero they
need? Or will he use the chaos of the situation to escape for good?
Scott Snyder's best-selling iconic Batman run gets collected in an omnibus format for
the first time! Scott Snyder and Gregg Capullo's Batman stories - from Court of Owls to
Zero Year - are presented together in this hard cover omnibus collection. Batman
discovers a vast conspiracy with roots deep in the past of Gotham city. From the Court
of Owls to the Joker, this collection covers a range of foes both old and new as readers
follow Batman's adventures from the pen of Scott Snyder. Collects Batman #1-33
“LEAGUE OF SHADOWS” part one! The next big DETECTIVE arc explodes here as
the League of Shadows goes from mysterious rumor to deadly fact! What’s their plan
for Gotham City? And how will their actions affect Batman and his team?
"Originally published in Icons: The DC Comics and WildStorn art of Jim Lee."
"Batman finds himself trying to help old friend Harvey Dent ... now known as the
villainous Two-Face. The Dark Knight accompanies his foe on a cross-country trip to fix
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his scarred face and hopefully end the Two-Face identity forever. But when the former
Gotham City D.A. sets a plan into motion to free himself, the road gets bumpy and
every assassin, bounty hunter and ordinary citizen with something to hide comes out in
force with one goal: kill Batman! Handcuffed together on the road to Bat-hell, this is
Batman and Two-Face as you've never seen them before!"-THE RISE OF GOTHAM Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line
of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! He is Gotham City’s hero, its Dark
Knight, its greatest protector. He is Batman. And he is not alone. There are two new
heroes in town-a pair of masked metahumans with the powers of Superman and a
devotion to preserving all that is good about this twisted city. Calling themselves
Gotham and Gotham Girl, they’ve saved Batman’s life, fought by his side and learned
from his example. But what happens if Gotham’s new guardians go bad? What if they
blame the Dark Knight for the darkness that threatens to drown their city? When sinister
forces are unleashed that can warp the minds of men and make heroes into monsters,
the time will come for Batman and his allies to decide once and for all: Is Gotham a
force for good…or an engine of evil? From the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event
comes BATMAN VOL. 1: I AM GOTHAM-the beginning of an all-new saga in the life of
the Dark Knight from superstars Tom King (GRAYSON) and David Finch (WONDER
WOMAN), featuring an all-star cast of creators such as Scott Snyder (BATMAN: THE
COURT OF OWLS), Ivan Reis (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and Mikel Janín (JUSTICE
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LEAGUE DARK)! This great starting-point graphic novel collects BATMAN: REBIRTH
#1 and BATMAN #1-6.
The talents responsible for some of Batman's greatest tales team up for the first time to
bring readers Batman and Robin like they've never seen before, in this reinvention of
these classic characters.

“THE TRUTH” part two! As Wonder Woman picks up the pieces of her shattered
psyche, Barbara Ann Minerva walks into the devil’s lair to defend her…or is she
being led into Godwatch’s trap?
Dick Grayson—alter-ego of the original Robin of Batman comics—has gone
through various changes in his 75 years as a superhero but has remained the
optimistic, humorous character readers first embraced in 1940. Predating Green
Lantern and Wonder Woman, he is one of DC Comics’ oldest heroes and retains
a large and loyal fanbase. The first scholarly work to focus exclusively on the Boy
Wonder, this collection of new essays features critical analysis, as well as
interviews with some of the biggest names to study Dick Grayson, including
Chuck Dixon, Devin Grayson and Marv Wolfman. The contributors discuss his
vital place in the Batman saga, his growth and development into an independent
hero, Nightwing, and the many storyline connections which put him at the center
of the DC Universe. His character is explored in the contexts of feminism,
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trauma, friendship, and masculinity.
The Justice League was forced to make an impossible decision...and now its
time to face the consequences! The returning Martian Manhunter struggles to
protect the team from an incoming threat that will shatter the world as they know
it, while a familiar face strikes out on a dark path... Spinning out of the
cataclysmic events of Dark Nights- Metal and the universe-defining No Justice,
the core members of the Justice League--Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman,
Aquaman, The Flash and more--are finally reunited for an adventure for the ages!
Justice League by Scott Snyder Book One Deluxe Edition collects issues #1-12
of Scott Snyder's world breaking run with the World's Greatest Superheroes!
Joined by the superstar tag team of Jim Cheung (Spider-Men, Avengers vs. XMen) and Jorge Jimenez (Super Sons, Justice League- No Justice) they kick off
a new era that will change the DC Universe forever!
From the New York Times best-selling author of Batman and All-Star Batman.
Gotham's newest defender steps into the light! Duke Thomas always wanted to
be a hero. During the "Robin War," he led an insurgency of teen Robins who
insisted that their movement's namesake didn't really need a partner. In the
aftermath, Batman himself has taken Duke under his wing to train him-not to be a
sidekick, but to be his own man. Now, Duke is ready to emerge from his mentor's
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shadow and take his place as Gotham's protector by day: the Signal. But is he
ready for what the light will reveal? Someone has been giving deadly metahuman
powers to teenagers living in the Narrows, Gotham's poorest neighborhoodDuke's neighborhood. Even stranger, these newly powered teens seem to have
some sort of connection to both Duke and his own barely understood abilities.
With the help of the Bat-Family, the Signal and Batman must protect the city from
the rampaging adolescents while also keeping them from harming themselves.
But when Duke discovers the true nature of his connection to the crisis, will it
signal a dark new chapter for Gotham's bright new hero? Critically acclaimed
author Scott Snyder teams with red-hot rookie writer Tony Patrick to introduce
Gotham's newest crime-fighter in Batman and The Signal! Featuring art by Cully
Hamner (Blue Beetle), Declan Shalvey (Moon Knight) and Francesco Francavilla
(Detective Comics), this volume also collects "The Cursed Wheel" from All-Star
Batman #1-4 and #6-9."
“QUEST FOR THE BLUE LANTERN” part two! Hal Jordan and Kyle Rayner’s
mission to find the Blue Lanterns brings them to a world on the brink of
destruction. How can they find hope in a place devoid of any? Meanwhile, the
Green Lantern Corps begins to track down the most dangerous members of the
Sinestro Corps, but Guy Gardner flies off to settle his own grudge!
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Meet the Extremists-self-proclaimed saviors from another Earth, they thirst for
peace, prosperity and total submission to the will of their leader, Lord Havok!
How can the newly assembled JLA stop this group of misguided maniacs before
the Extremists unleash their own unique-not to mention dangerous!-brand of law
and order on our chaotic world?
“THE POSSE” finale! The mystical being known as Mordecai Cull has come to
El Paso to help pave the way for the rise of an even more powerful and
malevolent entity. What he wasn’t planning on was facing Blue Beetle and the
power of the scarab! Now Cull is out to wrest the device from Jaime by any
means necessary. But the Beetle doesn’t stand alone-Dr. Fate’s not about to
stay on the sidelines in this epic battle!
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger."
“Son of Penguin” part two! It’s hard enough to juggle a new boyfriend when you’re not
secretly investigating him for super-villainy! But is Batgirl dating Ethan Cobblepot to get to
bottom of his new tech business…or could she actually like him? Plus, Magpie strikes!
“ROGUES RELOADED” finale! In this epic conclusion, the Rogues defeat The Flash! Or so
they think. To save the day, Barry Allen’s got to take down the mastermind behind the
Rogues’ ultimate heist...the original Rogue; the one who always got away. That’s right, it’s
The Flash vs. Captain Cold!
"Written by Frank Miller Art and cover by Jim Lee & Scott Williams One of the most talkedPage 13/14
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about Batman stories ever - conceived by modern master Frank Miller (BATMAN: YEAR ONE,
THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS) and artists extraordinaire Jim Lee & Scott Williams
(BATMAN, SUPERMAN) - is collected in hardcover for the first time! Lee & Miller join forces to
tell a new version of Dick Grayson's origin in a high-octane tale that unfolds with guest
appearances by Superman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Black Canary, and more!"-Holy adolescence, Batman! Robin and the Making of American Adolescence offers the first
character history and analysis of the most famous superhero sidekick, Robin. Debuting just a
few months after Batman himself, Robin has been an integral part of the Dark Knight’s
history—and debuting just a few months prior to the word “teenager” first appearing in print,
Robin has from the outset both reflected and reinforced particular images of American
adolescence. Closely reading several characters who have “played” Robin over the past
eighty years, Robin and the Making of American Adolescence reveals the Boy (and sometimes
Girl!) Wonder as a complex figure through whom mainstream culture has addressed anxieties
about adolescents in relation to sexuality, gender, and race. This book partners up comics
studies and adolescent studies as a new Dynamic Duo, following Robin as he swings
alongside the ever-changing American teenager and finally shining the Bat-signal on the latter
half of “Batman and—.”
All-Star Batman Vol. 1: My Own Worst Enemy (Rebirth)
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